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We propose a statistical mechanics model for the melting transition of DNA. Base pairing and stacking are
treated as separate degrees of freedom, and the interplay between pairing and stacking is described by a set of
local rules which mimic the geometrical constraints in the real molecule. This microscopic mechanism intrin-
sically accounts for the cooperativity related to the free energy penalty of bubble nucleation. The model
describes both the unpairing and unstacking parts of the spectroscopically determined experimental melting
curves. Furthermore, the model explains the observed temperature dependence of the effective thermodynamic
parameters used in models of the nearest neighbor type. We compute the partition function for the model
through the transfer matrix formalism, which we also generalize to include nonlocal chain entropy terms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Conformational transitions are a major area of research in
the physics of biological polymers, and in this area DNA
melting represents one model problem, because of its relative
simplicity compared for instance to protein folding. The
stable conformation of double strandedsdsd DNA at room
temperature is the double helix. The two strands are held
together by hydrogen bonds between Watson-Crick comple-
mentary base pairssBPsd: A-T, stabilized by two hydrogen
bonds sDG37

0 ,1.5kBT310d, and G-C, with three hydrogen
bondssDG37

0 ,3kBT310d f1g. The next conformationally im-
portant attractive interaction is between adjacent bases on the
same strand. This interaction favors keeping successive bases
of the same strand stacked like a deck of cards, and is re-
ferred to as stacking. The main destabilizing interaction is
the repulsive electrostatic force between the negatively
charged phosphate groups on either strand; this interaction
can be modulated through the ionic strength of the solvent.
As the temperature is raised, two processes alter the double
helical conformation: base pairs may break apart, giving rise
to bubbles of single strandedsssd DNA, and bases may un-
stack along the single strandsf2g. At the critical temperature
where the two strands completely separate, there can still be
significant stackingsi.e., secondary structured in the single
strands; this melts away as the temperature is raised further,
the single strands finally resembling random coils at suffi-
ciently high temperature.

Simplified statistical mechanics models of the transition
si.e., models with a reduced number of degrees of freedom
compared to the real moleculed have a multiplicity of pur-
poses, from quickly predicting melting temperature for ap-
plications such as polymerase chain reaction primer design,
to studying the nature of the phase transitionswhether con-
tinuous or discontinuous, for instanced and how it depends
on sequence disorder, applied fields, etc. Indeed, to extract
the thermodynamic parameters related to DNA melting from
the experimental measurements requires a statistical mechan-
ics model specifying the states in configuration space to
which the free energies to be measured refer. For practical

purposes, the nearest neighborsNNd thermodynamic model
f3g gives adequate predictions. In this model, the free ener-
gies for all possible dimer combinationssi.e., double
stranded sequences of length 2d are assigned, and the total
free energy is the sum of the dimer free energies for the
specific sequence. Since there are ten different dimers, this
model has ten parameter sets. Pairing and stacking interac-
tions are lumped together into effective free energies of the
dimer. Most theoretical investigations of the nature of the
melting transition have on the other hand been carried out
using models of the Poland-ScheragasPSd kind or the
Peyrard-BishopsPBd kind. In the PS type models, the parti-
tion function for the molecule is written as a sum over
bubble statesf4–7g. A considerable effort has been devoted
to the nontrivial question of the correct statistical weights for
the bubbles and the order of the phase transition in the ther-
modynamic limit f8,9g; by contrast, here we focus on the
question of which degrees of freedom are crucial for a sta-
tistical mechanics description of oligomer melting curves.
The PB approach is based on an effective Hamiltonian for
the molecule which contains potential energy terms for the
relative motion of opposite bases on the two strands as well
as adjacent bases on the same strandf10g. This is closest to
our own approach described below, in that here a local
mechanism arising from the interplay of two different de-
grees of freedom is responsible for the cooperative behavior
of sor long range interactions alongd the bubbles. Modern
developments of Peyrard-Bishop-like Hamiltonian models
were applied to describe DNA unzipping under an external
force f11–14g.

In a previous paperf15g we underlined the notion that
melting profiles of DNA oligomers show the contribution of
two different processes: unpairing of the complementary
bases on opposite strands, leading to local strand separation,
and unstacking of adjacent bases on the same strand, leading
to loss of the residual secondary structure of the single
strands, i.e., to a random coil conformation of the ss. Accord-
ingly, if a model is to describe the melting profiles in the
whole experimental temperature range, including at tempera-
tures beyond strand separation, but where residual stacking
may still be present in the ss, then pairing and stacking must
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be considered as separate degrees of freedom in the model.
In f15g we pursued this approach through a model combining
a description of stacking in terms of an Ising model and
pairing in terms of a zipper model. We showed by compari-
son with the experiments that the Ising model gives an ad-
equate description of stacking. However, the zipper model
description of pairingf15g, initially adopted for simplicity, is
unsatisfactory in that it considers only states where the mol-
ecule unzips from the ends. Here we introduce an improved
description, where pairing and stacking are both Ising vari-
ables, there are only nearest neighbor interactions, but there
are constraints on the possible states of the fundamental
dimer stwo adjacent bpsd, which represent the geometrical
constraints in the real molecule. We detail the states of the
dimer below, but to give an example, one open bp followed
by one closed bp means necessarily at least one unstacking,
translating into one out of all possible dimer states being
forbidden. Thus while in the zipper model the cooperativity
of base pairingsi.e., the tendency for base pairs to open in
contiguous segments, or in other words the existence of a
nucleation penalty for the bubbled is put in “by hand,” here it
results from a local mechanismsthe interplay between pair-
ing and stackingd. This idea is also present in the PB models,
and indeed our approach is closest to the PB and NN models,
but differing in the implementation of the underlying phys-
ics.

Stacking interactions in ss DNA were described years ago
f16–18g, but only three out of 16 stacking parameters have
been measured preciselyf2g. The major difficulty in the mea-
surements is to separate the contributions of pairing and
stacking interactions. As a result, the stacking interaction has
not been incorporated into the DNA melting models as a
separate degree of freedom. In practice, stacking was in-
cluded in the NN modelf3g as a correction to the pairing
interaction parameter set. In the model below, we introduce
stacking as a separate interaction with its own set of thermo-
dynamic parameterssstacking enthalpy and entropyf3gd. The
thermodynamic parameters of the NN model can be calcu-
lated from these separate paring and stacking parameters,
and appear then to be temperature dependent. We use the
transfer matrix formalism to compute the partition function
for our model, and compare to the experimental melting
curves. In Secs. V–VI we extend this formalism to take into
account the non local part of the loop entropies.

II. STATES OF THE NN DIMER

Let us consider the NN model dimerBiBi+1/Bi
*Bi+1

* , i
=1,… ,N−1. The dimer has four DNA bases arranged into
two antiparallel strandsBiBi+1 andBi+1

* Bi
* slisted from the 58

to 38 endd. The pairing interaction is between complementary
basesBi, Bi

* ; the stacking interaction between adjacent bases
Bi, Bi+1 andBi+1

* , Bi
* sconsidering stacking order from the 58

to 38 endd. The free energies of theith stackings between the
basesBi andBi+1 of theB strand and basesBi+1

* andBi
* of the

complementaryB* strand areGi
st andGi

st* respectively, while
Gi

P is the free energy of theith pairing between the basesBi
and Bi

* . The free energy parameters result from the corre-
sponding entropies and enthalpies,Gi =Ei −TSi. To simplify

the notation we will use the statistical weightsUi
P

=exps−bGi
Pd, Ui

st=exps−bGi
std, and Ui

st*=exps−bGi
st*d,

where b=1/T. The model has a unique ground state—
unmelted double helix with all bases paired and stacked—
and many different excited states, even after complete strand
dissociation. All thermodynamic parameters, i.e., pairing and
stacking enthalpies, entropies, and free energies, are referred
to the ground state. Therefore, unlike in most of the litera-
ture, we are dealing with positive energies and entropies of
the excited states calculated with respect to the ground state.
In a dimer base pairing is shared with the complementary
basessthe stackings are not sharedd; therefore all pairings in
the dimers will be counted with coefficient1

2. We suggest
that if both pairing interactions in the dimer are “closed,”
then the stacking interactions are necessarily also closed,
while if both pairings are “open,” then the stackings may be
closed or open, the opening of the stackings resulting in a
free energy gainGi

st or Gi
st*. Thus in this description the free

energy gain for complete unpairing of the NN dimer is

Gi
NN = sGi

P + Gi+1
P d/2 − Thlnf1 + exps− bGi

stdg

+ lnf1 + exps− bGi
st*dgj, s1d

where the argument of the logarithm is the partition function
expressing the fact that the unpaired dimer can be either
stacked or unstacked. The enthalpy and entropy gain upon
melting of the NN dimer can be easily calculated from Eq.
s1d, and it is evident that these effective thermodynamic pa-
rametersswhich are the ones used in the NN modelf3gd are
now temperature dependent. We come back to this point
later.

Each nearest neighbor dimer has two stacking degrees of
freedom and two pairing degrees of freedom, which can each
be open or closed, for a total of 24=16 possible states. We
introduce a local mechanism which gives rise to the coop-
erative behavior of the bubble, by implementing two local
geometrical constraints. The first is that unstacking of two
adjacent bases is only possible after unpairing of at least one
of the bases. The second constraint requires at least one
stacking of the dimer open if one pairing is open and one
pairing closed. As a result, only 11 out of 16 states are ad-
missiblesFig. 1d. The geometrical origin of the constraints is
that pairing interactions can prevent unstacking, and unpair-
ing of exactly one out of two adjacent pairings requires spa-
tial separation of the unpaired bases, which is impossible
without at least one unstacking. Thus for instance Eq.s1d is
applicable only for completely unpaired dimers, and not for
partially melted dimers. These constraints require mandatory
unstacking at the beginning of the melting fork, and there-
fore imply a penalty for opening a bubble.

III. TRANSFER MATRIX FORMALISM

It is convenient to write the partition function in the trans-
fer matrix formalism; the mathematics is the same as for
instance in the corresponding treatment of the one-
dimensionals1Dd Ising model of ferromagnetismf19g or the
helix-coil transition in biopolymersf20,21g. Two adjacent
NN dimers share one pairing interaction. Therefore, the
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transfer matrix technique for the model propagates the state
of the pairing interactions only. The state of theith pairing is
described by the two-component covectorsstringd Xi
=sxi,0,xi,1d, 1ø i øN. The first covectorX1 describes the
boundary condition on the 58 end of the molecule. The cov-
ector componentxi,0 describes the partition function of the
i-mer with the last pairing closed;xi,1 describes the case of
the last pairing open. The 232 transfer matrixAi transforms
covectorXi into covectorXi+1=XiAi sthere is no summation
over id. The transfer matrixAi corresponds to theith NN
dimer and contains theith stacking, theith stacking of the
complementary strand, and theith andsi +1dth pairings.

To calculate the partition function of the entire molecule
we need a boundary condition on the 38 end which can be

characterized by the two-dimensional vectorscolumnd YN. In
the following we will use free boundary conditions on the
DNA molecule ends unless otherwise specified, i.e., all pos-
sible states of the first and the last base pairs are admissible.
The vector Yi =syi,0,yi,1dT corresponds to theith pairing
sfrom the 58 endd and can be calculated recursively from the
38 end by Yi =AiYi+1. The partition function of the whole
DNA is the product of the 58 end boundary condition vector
X1, sN−1d transfer matrixes corresponding to the NN dimers,
and 38 end boundary condition vectorYN:

ZN = X1Sp
i=1

N−1

AiDYN. s2d

The partition function can be also written asZN=XiYi, there
is no summation, and anyi from 1 toN can be chosen. In the
transfer matrixAi

Ai = Sai,00 ai,01

ai,10 ai,11
D , s3d

the value 0 of the index of the matrix elements corresponds
to closed pairing, and 1 corresponds to open pairing, i.e., the
matrix elementai,00=1 describes the ground state of the
dimer with all pairings closed;ai,01 describes the states with
the first pairing closed and the second pairing open;ai,10
describes the states with the first pairing open and the second
closed; andai,11 describes the states with both pairings open.

To write the explicit form of the matrix elementss3d, note
that ai,00=1 corresponds to diagram 1 in Fig. 1;ai,01 corre-
sponds to diagrams 2, 3, 4;ai,10 corresponds to diagrams 6,
7, 8; andai,11 is the statistical weight corresponding to the
free energy Eq.s1d, and corresponds to diagrams 5, 10, 9, 11.
The result for the transfer matrix is

Ai = S 1 ÎUi+1
P sUi

st + Ui
st* + Ui

stUi
st*d

ÎUi
PsUi

st + Ui
st* + Ui

stUi
st*d ÎUi

PUi+1
P s1 + Ui

st + Ui
st* + Ui

stUi
st*d
D . s4d

The contributions of the pairing free energies are counted
with coefficients 1

2, or the square root of the statistical
weights. The sums correspond to summing the different dia-
grams of Fig. 1 in the partition function; the products corre-
spond to adding the free energies of pairing and stacking.

The first and the last dimers do not have adjacent dimers
on their 58 or 38 ends respectively. ThescodvectorsX1 and
YN specifying the boundary conditions are multiplied by the
first and the last transfer matrix in the partition functions2d.
Covector X1 describes the first pairing interaction shared
with the first dimer already described by the transfer matrix
A1, and vectorYN describes the last pairing shared with the
last dimer already described by the transfer matrixAN−1. We
include 1

2 of the pairing interaction or the square root of the

corresponding statistical weight into the 58 boundary covec-
tor X1 and the 38 vectorYN:

X1 = s1,ÎU1
Pd, YN = s1,ÎUN

PdT. s5d

To include in the model the entropy gainSD due to com-
plete strand dissociation, we calculate the correction to the
state with all pairings open:

ZN,D = fexpsSDd − 1gÎU1
PUN

Pp
i=1

N−1

fÎUi
PUi+1

P s1 + Ui
stds1 + Ui

st*dg.

s6d

The final partition function is the sum of the partition func-
tion s2d and the corrections6d:

FIG. 1. Each NN dimer has two pairingssvertical linesd and two
stackingsshorizontal linesd. The broken bonds are crossed. The
horizontal lines represent the strands. There are 16 states of the
dimer; admissible states of the NN model dimer are the states from
1 to 11; the states from 12 to 16 are prohibited by the geometric
constraints.
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Ztotal = ZN + ZN,D. s7d

To calculate any local observables, for example the prob-
abilities of unstacking or unpairing of some specific bond,
we first calculate allX andY vectors in advance. In the form
of the partition function

ZN = XiYi = xi,0yi,0 + xi,1yi,1 s8d

svalid for anyid, the first term is the partition function for the
system with theith bp closed, the second term is the partition
function for theith bp open. Thus the probability that theith
bp is unpaired is

Punpairsid = xi,1yi,1/ZN. s9d

Similarly, to calculate the probability that theith stacking of
the primary strand is unstacked, we take the productXiAi

1Yi,
where the matrixAi

1 is derived from the matrixAi in Eq. s5d
by keeping only the Fig. 1 diagrams corresponding to this
unstacking, in this case diagrams 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11. Thus

Ai
1 = S 0 ÎUi+1

P sUi
st + Ui

stUi
st*d

ÎUi
PsUi

st + Ui
stUi

st*d ÎUi
PUi+1

P sUi
st + Ui

stUi
st*d

D
s10d

and the required probability is

Punstacksid = XiAi
1Yi+1/ZN. s11d

The average number of open BPs is the sumoi=1
N Punpairsid,

and similarly for unstacking.
In summary, the difference between the 232 modelfde-

scribed by Eqs.s2d ands3dg and the existing standard form of
the NN modelf3g is that the partially melted dimers are
considered specially. This internal structure of the dimers
gives rise to a temperature dependence of the effective NN
model parameters, expressed in Eq.s1d. We show below that
the 232 model is an improvement with respect to the NN
model in describing oligomer melting curves. There is how-
ever still at least one important piece of physics missing
from the model, namely, a better estimate of the entropy of
the bubblessloopsd. In the present model, as in the NN
model, the number of states increases exponentially with the
length of the bubble, i.e., the entropy is linear in the bubble
length. But in the real system the bubble is a loop, which
results in a logarithmic correction to the entropy. The exact
form of this correctionsincluding excluded volume effectsd
has been addressed in the PS type modelsf5,6g. It is possible
to include these effects in a generalization of the present
formalism which we present in Sec. V.

IV. RESULTS FOR THE 2 Ã2 MODEL

A. Melting curves of oligomers

We compare the model to two oligomer sequences. The
first oligomer sequence L13_2 used in the measurement is
CG rich and forms no hairpinssCGA CGG CGG CGC Gd.
The second sequence L60 is partially self-complementary
and has an AT rich tract in the middlesCCG CCA GCG GCG
TTA TTA CAT TTA ATT CTT AAG TAT TAT AAG TAA

TAT GGC CGC TGC GCCd. L60 can form a hairpin, but the
contribution of hairpin states above the dissociation tempera-
ture is negligiblef15g.

For the experiments, synthetic oligomers were annealed in
phosphate buffer salinesPBSd at an ionic strength of 50 mM,
pH=7.4, and the uv absorption curvef was measured at 260
nm, in a 1 cmoptical path cuvettefsee Figs. 2sa1d and
2sb1dg.

To compare the model with the experimental data, the uv
absorption is assumed to be a linear function of pairing and
stacking:

f = sNaPunp+ 2sN − 1ddPunst+ gd/C, s12d

where Punp and Punst are the probabilities of unpairing and
unstacking,C is the concentration of the DS oligomer, mea-
sured in millimoles,a and d are the extinction coefficients
for unpairing and unstacking, measured in mmol−1 cm−1 sthe
optical path being 1 cmd. The uv curves were normalized so
that f =1 corresponds to strand dissociation. To measure the
fraction of dissociated moleculesp for L60 we use a quench-
ing technique which we have described beforef22,23g.
Briefly, to determine the dissociation curvep fsee Fig.
2sa2dg, the sample is heated at temperatureTi, then quenched
to ,0 °C. Because the sequence L60 is partially self-
complementary, molecules which were dissociated at tem-
peratureTi form hairpins after the quench. The relative num-
ber of hairpins srepresenting the fraction of dissociated
moleculesp at temperatureTid is determined by gel electro-
phoresis.

In Fig. 2 we display the melting curves from the experi-
mentsssymbolsd and the modelscontinuous linesd. In Figs.
2sa2d and 2sb2d we show the fraction of dissociated mol-
ecules calculated from the model using the same parameter
values as for the fit of the uv absorption curves. The se-
quence L13-2 is not self-complementary, so in Fig. 2sb2d we
show only the predicted dissociation curve.

For simplicity, in the fits the model was used with just one
value for all stacking thermodynamic parameters, namely,
stacking enthalpy and entropy of 4500 K and 12, respec-
tively. Also, for L13-2 swhich is nearly homogeneousd we
used just one set of pairing enthalpy and entropy. Here and in
the following we measure energies in kelvin and entropies in
units ofkB. Table I shows the values of the other parameters.
The high value of the dissociation entropy for L60 reflects a
deficiency of the model: if we introduce a logarithmic bubble
entropy in the form of Ref.f8g, L60 can be fitted with the
same dissociation entropy as for L13-2, while the other pa-
rameters of the fit change only about 5%. We cure this
anomaly in Sec. V.

There is a discrepancy between the experimental data and
the model in the lower part of the dissociation curvesa2d Fig.
2; the reason is not clear, but it may be related to the hairpin
states of the 60-mer, which are not counted in the partition
function of the model.

The values in Table I for the stacking and pairing enthal-
pies and entropies are all within the range of values found in
the literaturef1,21g. The thermodynamic parameters for the
model can in general be extracted from the uv melting curves
and differential calorimetry data of specially designed oligo-
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mer sequences. Thus, the A-A, T-T, and C-C stacking param-
eterssenthalpy and entropyd were obtained inf2g from the
melting curves of homogeneous single stranded polysAd,
polysTd, and polysCd sequences, using an Ising model to fit
the melting curves. In our own workf15g we showed that the

unstacking transition, which is above 100 °C for many com-
binations, can be moved to an experimentally accessible tem-
perature range by decreasing thepH, and we also showed
that the simple Ising model gives a good description of the
transition. However, a complete determination of all param-
eters is difficult. The G-G stacking parameters cannot be
obtained easily because ss polysGd may form quadruplexes.
Several other stacking combinations are also difficult to ob-
tain from the ss melting curves, since many periodic DNA
sequences are also self-complementary, and stacking and
pairing interactions cannot be readily separated. Eventually,
those stacking parameters which are difficult to extract ex-
perimentally will hopefully be calculated from all-atom mo-
lecular dynamics simulations, and verified experimentally on
selected DNA sequences.

The pairing thermodynamic parameters are usually ob-
tained from experimental data for short sequences using a
two state modelf3g. However, a contribution from stacking
is always present in these determinations. To subtract it, one
needs a more advanced model of DNA melting. Again, all-
atom simulations might help here.

In summary, at present the accepted thermodynamic pa-
rameters for DNA melting are unfortunately somewhat
model dependent. Parameters obtained from experimental
data using one statistical mechanics model must typically be
modified to be used in a different model.

B. Temperature dependence of the NN model parameters

Figure 3 shows the specific heat calculated from the par-
tition function s2d for the oligomer L13-2. There is a gap in
the specific heat on the two sides of the transition, which in
this model is due to the residual stacking bonds breaking inFIG. 2. sa1d, sb1d Normalized uv absorption spectraf measured

at 260 nm for the L60 and L13-2 ds DNA oligomers. The experi-
ments are the circles; the 232 model is the solid line.sa2d, sb2d
Measured and predicted dissociation curvesp for L60, and pre-
dicted dissociation curve for L13-2. The measurements insa2d
sfilled circlesd were obtained from the quenching method. The 2
32 model is plotted using the same parameter values as insa1d,
sb1d. The source of the discrepancy between the experimental data
and the model insa2d is not clear, but possibly it is related to the
hairpin states of the 60–mer, which are not counted in the partition
function of the model.

TABLE I. Values of the thermodynamic parameters which pro-
duce the fits to the experimental melting curves shown in Fig. 2,
using the 232 model. Energies are measured in kelvin and entro-
pies in units ofkB.

Oligomer SD ECG
P SCG

P EAT
P SAT

P

L60 34 5040 14 2800 7.4

L13-2 9 5120 13.92

FIG. 3. Thermal capacity of the DNAsper NN dimmer, in units
of kBd calculated from the 232 model partition function of the
13-mer. The residual thermal capacity after strand dissociation is
due to the residual stacking.
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the single stranded DNAsafter strand separationd. According
to Fig. 3 the thermal capacity gain per dimer is about 78kB at
a temperature of 90 °C, which is roughly consistent with the
literature values reviewed inf24g.

The thermodynamic parameters of the NN model can be
calculated from the free energy of the completely unpaired
dimer, Eq.s1d. The enthalpy calculated from Eq.s1d is

Ei
NNsTd = sEi

P + Ei+1
P d/2 + Pi

stsTdEi
st + Pi

st*sTdEi
st*, s13d

and the entropy is

Si
NNsTd = sSi

P + Si+1
P d/2 + bfPi

stsTdEi
st + Pi

st*sTdEi
st*g

+ lnhf1 + exps− bGi
stdgf1 + exps− bGi

st*dgj.

s14d

We plot these quantities in Fig. 4 for the oligomer L13-2
using the thermodynamic parameters from the uv spectrum
fit of Figs. 2sb1d and 2sb2d.

V. REFORMULATION OF THE MODEL TO INCLUDE
THE POLAND-SHERAGA BUBBLE ENTROPIES

In the PS type models the states of the DNA are classified
in terms of noninteracting bubbles. The partition function
counts all possible bubble states of the polymer and takes
into account cooperative effects within the bubbles; namely,
the bubbles are characterized by the energy penalty of the
broken bonds and the favorable entropy proportional to the
bubble size, as well as an energy penalty for the creation of
the melting forks. If the bubble is bounded by two ds seg-
ments, there is an extra entropy cost for terminating the ran-
dom walk of the DNA single strands at the end of the bubble
si.e., making a closed loopd. The energy penalty for the melt-
ing forks can, in our formalism, be absorbed into the statis-
tical weights describing openingsa01d and closuresa10d of
the bubble, in a sequence specific manner. The bubble en-
tropy proportional to bubble size reflects the entropy gain
upon breaking of the pairing interaction; we absorb it into
the statistical weights describing open dimerssa11d. Then we
are left with a bubble entropy of the formSBsnd=−CB ln n.
The constantCB depends on the dimension of the random
walk; its estimates can be found in an extensive literature
f5,6,15,17g. According to f3,15,17g the order of the phase

transition at the strand separation temperature in the thermo-
dynamic limit depends on the value of the constantCB. If
CBø1, the average size of the bubble is finite at any tem-
perature and there is no phase transition. If 1,CBø2, the
average size of size the bubble goes to infinity at the phase
transition temperature and the phase transition is continuous.
If CB.2, the average bubble size right before the phase
transition is finite and the phase transition is of the first order.

The usual approach to the PS model is to consider the
“bubble” as a particle and to calculate the grand partition
function in the thermodynamic limit in terms of bubbles. The
use of the grand partition function requires a variable number
of DNA bases and the fugacity, which is not very transparent
and nonconstructive, i.e., the grand partition function cannot
be used for the calculation of the partition function of an
inhomogeneous DNA molecule of finite size, and is ineffi-
cient for calculating local quantities such as the probability
of opening a bubble of a given size in a given place.

The local states of the NN model dimer described by the
transfer matrixs3d and correspondingscodvectors do not con-
tain any information about the distance between bases once
they have separated, or the bubble size. The long range
bubble entropy penalty cannot be described by the 232 ma-
trices. Therefore, we extend the algorithm from the two-
dimensional covectorsXi sand corresponding vectorsYid of
the 232 model to multidimensional covectors. While the
covector componentxi,0 still describes the partition function
of the i-mer with the last pairing closed, the covector com-
ponentxi,n snù1d is the partition function of theith mer with
exactlyn open base pairs at the 38 end of the subsequence.
For example,xi,1 corresponds to theith base pair open, with
the si −1dth base pair closed. For theN-mer the maximal size
of the bubble isN sthe strand dissociated stated and the maxi-
mal size of covectorXi is N+1.

We use the matrix elements of the transfer matrixAi in-
troduced before to describe the local states of the NN dimer
and parametrize the extendedsN+1d3 sN+1d transfer matrix
Di. The dimer with all base pairings closed is described by
the matrix element.di,00=ai,00=1. The dimer with the first
base pair open and the second closed is characterized by the
matrix elementdi,01=ai,01. The fully open dimers are de-
scribed by the matrix elementsdi,nn+1=ai,11, where the index
n indicates how many bases are open in the 58 direction from
the dimer. All bubble penalty effectssas well as the hairpin
formation effectsd are taken into account at the site of the
bubble closure and incorporated into the corresponding ma-
trix element,di,n0=Ui

Bsndai,10, whereUi
Bsnd=expfSi

Bsndg sfor
i .nd are the statistical weights corresponding to the entropy
penalty for closing the bubble, andUi

Bsid=1 sincen= i cor-
responds to the melting fork at the 58 end. All other elements
of the transfer matrixDi are equal to zero. Explicitly, for the
system of size N the covectorXi has the form: Xi
=sxi,0,xi,1,… ,xi,Nd, where xi,0 is the partition sum for the
system of sizei with the last bp closed, whilexi,ns1ønø id
is the partition sum for the system of sizei with the lastn bp
open.xi,n=0 for n. i, because the bubble cannot be larger
than the size of the sequence. The recursion relations in this
notation are:

xi+1,0= a00xi,0 + o
nÞ0

ai,10Ui
Bsndxi,n, s15d

FIG. 4. EnthalpyE slong dashd, entropyS sshort dashd, and free
energyG ssolidd gain upon NN dimer opening, calculated for L13-2
from Eqs.s1d, s13d, ands14d. Energies are measured in kelvinsleft
hand scaled, and the entropy in units ofkB sright hand scaled.
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xi+1,n = ai,11xi,n−1, n ù 1. s16d

The transfer matrix of the model written in table form is
thus:

D =1
1 a01 0 0 ¯

UBs1da10 0 a11 0 ¯

UBs2da10 0 0 a11 ¯

UBs3da10 0 0 0 ¯

] ] ] ] �

2 , s17d

where the indexi is skipped for simplicity. The partition
function of the oligomer can be calculated using Eq.s2d with
the transfer matrixs17d and the free boundary conditions
specified by the 58 covector and 38 vector:

X1 = s1,ÎU1
P,0,…,0d,

s18d
YN = f1,ÎUN

P,…,ÎUN
P,expsSDdÎUN

PgT.

The square roots of the statistical weights in Eq.s18d count 1
2

of the pairing free energy not included in the first and the last
NN dimers, which corresponds to the NN modelf20g bound-
ary corrections discussed in Sec. III. The last vector element
yN,N corresponds to the bubble of size equal to the oligomer
length, i.e., the state with all pairings open and separated
strands. Therefore, the entropy gain upon strand dissociation
SD is included in theyN,N vector component providing the
partition function of the dissociated state. If we are not tak-
ing into considerationSD and the boundary condition effects,
we can chose periodic boundary conditions. In the following
we call the model described by Eqs.s2d, s17d, and s18d the
N3N model.

To calculate the local observables, we proceed as in Sec.
III fsee Eq.s9d and followingg. For example, the probabilities
that theith base pair is paired or unpaired are

Ppairsid = xi,0yi,0/ZN and Punpairsid = o
nÞ0

xi,nyi,n/ZN.

s19d

We analyzed the experimental data of Fig. 2 with theN
3N model, choosing the value of the bubble exponentCB
=2.1 from f8g. The melting curves derived from theN3N
model are essentially indistinguishable from the curves of
the 232 model, upon small adjustments of the model’s pa-
rameters. In Table II we list values of the thermodynamic
parameters which produce melting curves for the 60-mer
identical to the ones in Fig. 2, using the 232 and N3N

models. The parameters were adjusted “by hand,” because
there are too many parameters to perform a global fit. The
stacking parameters were kept the same for both models. The
introduction of the bubble exponent makes little difference
for the 13-mer, whereas for the 60-mer the dissociation en-
tropy SD in theN3N model is 9 instead of 34, i.e., the same
as for the 13-merssee Table IId. Thus theN3N model cures
an anomaly of the 232 model, since we expect the disso-
ciation entropy to depend on DNA concentration, not DNA
length.

The advantage of our model is the correspondence of the
algorithm implementation to the physical structure of the
DNA molecule. Each transfer matrix of the model corre-
sponds to the NN dimer and contains the NN dimer data in a
clear and explicit form. The boundary condition vectors in
the algorithm correspond to the boundary corrections of the
NN model and contain the NN model initiation parameters.
The long range bubble effects are incorporated in our trans-
fer matrix and counted in the partition function calculation at
the site of the bubble closuresor opening for the reverse
sequence and the transposed transfer matrixesd. Thus this
long range interaction can be efficiently considered within
the transfer matrix technique as a local effect on the new
extended states of the model.

All local observables and local correlations can be easily
derived from the partition function of the model in the arbi-
trary sequence case. The other advantage of the transfer ma-
trix technique is an easy way of obtaining the thermody-
namic limit for homogeneous sequences, without using the
grand partition function. Here we just mention the result: if
we assume that the bubble entropy penalty is proportional to
the logarithm of the bubble size,SBsnd=−CB ln n, we can
calculate explicitly the largest eigenvalue and the corre-
sponding eigenvector of theN3N matrix, the partition func-
tion, and the average bubble size in the homogeneous ther-
modynamic limit. One finds that if 1,CB,2, the average
size of the bubble is going to infinity near the temperature of
the phase transition and the phase transition is continuous,
while for CBù2, the average bubble size at the phase tran-
sition is finite, and the phase transition is of the first order.
These results were obtained previously in the literature
f4,25g, using the grand partition function.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We propose a model for the temperature driven melting of
DNA secondary structure where pairing and stacking inter-
actions between bases are explicitly introduced as distinct
degrees of freedom. The geometrical constraints imposed by
the structure of the double helixsthe ground stated, such as
for example the fact that one isolated unpairing also forces at
least one unstacking, are implemented through restrictions in
the possible states of the NN dimer. This local mechanism
results in the appearance of longer range correlations respon-
sible for the cooperative opening of bubbles bounded by ds
segments, as observed in experimentsf23g. The model de-
scribes the melting curves of oligomers in the entire tempera-
ture range, including after strand separation, where the effect
of residual stacking is not captured by previous models. In

TABLE II. Values of the thermodynamic parameters which pro-
duce good fits to the experimental melting curves for L60, using the
232 andN3N models. Energies are measured in kelvin and en-
tropies in units ofkB.

Model SD ECG
P SCG

P EAT
P SAT

P

232 model 34 5040 14 2800 7.4

N3N model 9 5000 14.2 2700 7.6
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addition, the model explains the observed temperature de-
pendence of the NN model parameters, and the gap in the
specific heat. The model in its simplest form treats the ss
segments as ideal random walkssnumber of states increasing
exponentially with lengthd, similarly to the NN model. An
extension of the same transfer matrix formalism properly ac-
counts for the entropy of the closed loops. The advantage of
our algorithm is the simple structure of the transfer matrix.
The structure of the transfer matrixes directly reflects the real
structure of the NN model dimers and the stacking interac-
tion of the double and single stranded DNA can be taken into
account. The matrix elements are the statistical weights of
the dimer states, and the boundary condition vectors corre-
spond to the NN model boundary corrections. The bubbles
are counted in the transfer matrix at the site of their closure,

and become local objects. The size of the transfer matrix is
the length of the polymer, but most of the transfer matrix
elements are zero. The algorithm complexity grows quadrati-
cally and computer memory grows linearly with DNA
length, as for the classic Poland algorithmf5g. Finally, the
transfer matrix technique allow us to easily calculate the ho-
mogeneous thermodynamic limit of the model.
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